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indeed cost him thought and study, but when once the
position is made clear to his mind, the moral sense should
speak as promptly as the note sounds when the string of
a musical instrument is struck.
This moral sensitiveness, this absolute harmony of
inward desire with outward obligation, was called by
Christ and his Apostles by a name of which holiness is
lii-* recognised English equivalent, and it is attributed to
the presence of a Divine Spirit within the soul. It is the
absolute and ultimate test of true membership in the
Christian Commonwealth. He who has it not cannot be a
true member whatever he may have, and he who has it
is a member whatever he may lack. But how is this
moral sensitiveness produced ? It is the effect of a single
ardent feeling excited in the soul. A single conception
enthusiastically grasped is found powerful enough to
destroy the very root of all immorality within the heart.
As every enthusiasm that a man can conceive makes a
certain class of sins impossible to him, and raises him not
only above the commission of them, but beyond the very
temptation to commit them, so there exists an enthusiasm
which makes all sin whatever impossible. This enthu-
siasm is emphatically the presence of the Holy Spirit. It
is called here the Enthusiasm of Humanity, because it is
that respect for human beings which no one altogether
wants raised to the point of enthusiasm. Being a reve-
rence for human beings as such, and not for the good
qualities they may exhibit, it embraces the bad as well as
the good, and as it contemplates human beings in their
ideal—that is, in what they might be—it desires not the
apparent, but the real and highest welfare of each;
lastly, it includes the person himself who feels it, and,

